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care, supplies, fees, and training materials for 
members of the Coast Guard on active duty and 
their dependents, and members of the reserve 
component in an active status and their depend-
ents, while participating in programs referred to 
in paragraph (1), including participation at re-
treats and conferences. 

(3) In this subsection, the term ‘‘dependents’’ 
has the same meaning as defined in section 
1072(2) of title 10. 

(Aug. 4, 1949, ch. 393, 63 Stat. 506; Aug. 3, 1950, ch. 
536, § 3, 64 Stat. 406; Pub. L. 94–546, § 1(11), Oct. 18, 
1976, 90 Stat. 2519; Pub. L. 98–557, § 15(a)(3)(D), 
Oct. 30, 1984, 98 Stat. 2865; Pub. L. 107–296, title 
XVII, § 1704(a), Nov. 25, 2002, 116 Stat. 2314; Pub. 
L. 111–281, title II, § 223, Oct. 15, 2010, 124 Stat. 
2921.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

Subsection (a) is based on title 14, U.S.C., 1946 ed., 
§§ 28, 42, 57 (Aug. 29, 1916, ch. 417, 39 Stat. 601; July 3, 
1926, ch. 742, § 11, 44 Stat. 817.) Subsection is enlarged to 
make reimbursement for the building of ships or the 
training of personnel dependent on agreement of the 
Secretaries, and to include all schools operated by the 
Navy, rather than aviation schools only. 

Subsection (b) is based on title 14, U.S.C., 1946 ed., § 31 
(Mar. 6, 1920, ch. 94, § 1, 41 Stat. 506). 

Subsection (c) is new. This subsection enacts what 
has been the practice of the Navy and Coast Guard in 
keeping the Coast Guard trained to ‘‘come on board 
with some muscle’’ in time of emergency. 

Section 3 of this title deals with the relationship of 
the Coast Guard to the Navy Department. This section 
deals with cooperation with the Navy. Whereas the 
status of the Coast Guard in time of war was treated in 
chapter 1 of this title, this section has application in 
time of peace when the Coast Guard is not under the 
Navy Department. 

Changes were made in phraseology. 81st Congress, 
House Report No. 557. 

AMENDMENTS 

2010—Subsec. (a)(4). Pub. L. 111–281, § 223(1), added par. 
(4). 

Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 111–281, § 223(2), added subsec. (d). 
2002—Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 107–296 substituted ‘‘of 

Homeland Security’’ for ‘‘of Transportation’’ in two 
places. 

1984—Subsec. (a)(2). Pub. L. 98–557 substituted ref-
erence to members for reference to officers and enlisted 
men in two places. 

1976—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 94–546, § 1(11)(a), substituted 
‘‘at the request of the Secretary’’ for ‘‘at the request of 
the Secretary of the Treasury’’. 

Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 94–546, § 1(11)(b), substituted in 
first sentence ‘‘Department of Transportation’’ for 
‘‘Treasury Department’’ and in second sentence ‘‘Sec-
retary of Transportation’’ for ‘‘Secretary of the Treas-
ury’’. 

1950—Subsec. (a)(3). Act Aug. 3, 1950, added par. (3). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 2002 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 107–296 effective on the date of 
transfer of the Coast Guard to the Department of 
Homeland Security, see section 1704(g) of Pub. L. 
107–296, set out as a note under section 101 of Title 10, 
Armed Forces. 

§ 146. United States Postal Service 

Coast Guard facilities and personnel may be 
utilized for the transportation and delivery of 
mail matter during emergency conditions or at 
isolated locations under such arrangements as 
may be satisfactory to the Secretary and the 
United States Postal Service. 

(Aug. 4, 1949, ch. 393, 63 Stat. 506; Pub. L. 94–546, 
§ 1(12), Oct. 18, 1976, 90 Stat. 2519; Pub. L. 99–640, 
§ 10(a)(5), Nov. 10, 1986, 100 Stat. 3549.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

This section provides generally for what has been the 
practice between the Coast Guard and the Post Office 
Department in Alaska for years. The authorization is 
limited to emergency conditions or isolated locations. 
81st Congress, House Report No. 557. 

AMENDMENTS 

1986—Pub. L. 99–640 substituted ‘‘United States Postal 
Service’’ for ‘‘Postmaster General’’. 

1976—Pub. L. 94–546 substituted ‘‘United States Postal 
Service’’ for ‘‘Post Office Department’’ in section 
catchline. 

§ 147. Department of Commerce 

In order to promote the safety of life and prop-
erty on and over the high seas and waters over 
which the United States has jurisdiction, and to 
facilitate the preparation and dissemination by 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration of the weather reports, forecasts, and 
warnings essential to the safe and efficient con-
duct of domestic and international commerce on 
and over such seas and waters, the Commandant 
may cooperate with the Administrator, National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration by 
procuring, maintaining, and making available, 
facilities and assistance for observing, inves-
tigating, and communicating weather phenom-
ena and for disseminating weather data, fore-
casts and warnings, the mutually satisfactory 
terms of such cooperation in weather service to 
be agreed upon and arranged between the Com-
mandant and the Administrator, National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration. 

(Aug. 4, 1949, ch. 393, 63 Stat. 507; Pub. L. 94–546, 
§ 1(13), Oct. 18, 1976, 90 Stat. 2520; Pub. L. 97–295, 
§ 2(5), Oct. 12, 1982, 96 Stat. 1301.) 

HISTORICAL AND REVISION NOTES 

This section outlines the sphere of cooperation be-
tween the Weather Bureau and the Coast Guard. It 
would not permit any cooperation that has not been 
carried on in the past. 

Although the Coast Guard has always cooperated 
closely with the Weather Bureau, positive recognition 
of this has never appeared in the statutes. In its patrol, 
its aiding navigation, and its life saving activities, the 
Coast Guard finds it important to make, receive and 
transmit weather observations and measurements. Fur-
thermore, with the advent of war, weather reporting, 
particularly mid-Atlantic weather patrol work, as-
sumed increasing importance, and this extensive 
weather station manning in cooperation with the 
Weather Bureau must be provided for in the postwar 
period. This section providing for such close coopera-
tion with the Weather Bureau in weather reporting 
would crystallize the cooperative practices of the two 
agencies as they have operated for years. 81st Congress, 
House Report No. 557. 

AMENDMENTS 

1982—Pub. L. 97–295 substituted ‘‘Administration’’ for 
‘‘Admministration’’ after ‘‘Atmospheric’’. 

1976—Pub. L. 94–546 substituted references to the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and to 
the Administrator, National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration for references to the Weather Bureau 
and to the Chief of the Weather Bureau. 
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